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ater teaches us through the realm of feelings and emotions. Some people are 
more comfortable feeling their  emotions and working with them  than others.  

Emotional maturity  is an essential component to being fully  effective in the world, and 
yet very  few of us were taught  conscious emotional development as children.  The water 
realm nourishes life both in the outer world and in your inner landscape.

You learn to develop your emotional awareness through water's ability  to mirror  back 
to you.  It  is only  with  water that you see your  own reflection. Water teaches you to gain 
emotional maturity  by  showing you the reflection of your feelings and beliefs in the way 
you relate to the world around you.  

Water  coaches you to greater  self-awareness through your relationships: your 
relationship to yourself, your inner child, and your  relationships with others. Water 
shows you how to run clear, clean, emotional current, to learn to respond to life instead 
of react,  to activate the power of love,  to access the ecstatic level through play, and to 
wash away  old wounds,  creating space for a new vibration to be held by  the water in 
your body.  

Water  is a potent teacher, pushing you to your inner edges to find greater levels of 
safety  in  expressing more of who you are in the world. Water's ways of teaching you are 
as varied as the forms water takes; from oceans to rivers, lakes to streams, from  rain to 
the water we drink, or from  frozen water  to hot  water or bathing water, water  takes so 
many forms.  

Natural bodies of water  hold some of the key  water teachings. Tides going in  and out, 
for example, reveal the principle of rhythm, sharing with you guidance on the ebb and 
flow of life. A wonderful place to apply  that principle is in your relationships. Balance 
your outward connection time with others with pulling in and allowing  time to nourish 
yourself, ebb and flow.  

Rivers and streams bring their teachings of flow and pace.  Sometimes they  are lazy, 
slow, and relaxed and sometimes they  are wildly  rushing, showing you that the pace of 
your feelings and your life are varied and changing.  Are you  comfortable with a  certain 
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kind of pace or feeling, more than another?  Water  teaches you to flow and move from 
one type of rhythm  or energy  to another. It teaches you to work with your feelings and 
emotions in different settings and environments.

Imagine for a moment,  standing near  a waterfall  surrounded by  pools of sparkling clear 
water  with  beautiful flowers and lush foliage all around you. The water  is warm  and 
deep enough  to fully  submerge yourself in and relax.  So go ahead, and in your mind’s 
eye climb in.  Get comfortable. Feel the warmth of the water and allow all the muscles 
in  your body  to relax as you swim gently  around in  the pool. What does it feel like to be 
buoyant and graceful moving through the water?  How does the water feel against  your 
skin?  How does it feel to be relaxing? Are you comfortable being gently  supported by 
the water?

Check in with your feelings.  Notice the sensations happening in your  body. Where are 
your muscles tense? Where are they  relaxed? What do you  feel as you imagine this 
scene? 

Now  change the scene and image you have someone important to pick up at the airport 
and it is raining out.  It’s dark and there is bumper-to-bumper traffic.  You are running 
late and you just got a call on your cell phone from someone letting you  know  about 
one more thing you need to do…today. When you imagine that scene, how  do you  feel 
and how does your  body  feel? Notice the places you are tense and where you are 
relaxed in your body…

Now  in your  imagination travel back to the pool of water,  slide back in, and let yourself 
relax again. What do you  feel now? What  shifts took place in your  body  and in your 
feelings?

You are having feelings all the time,  whether you are aware of it or  not. They  come up 
in  response to an actual or  even an  imagined event. Joy, anger, sadness, grief, love, 
gratitude-- a vast array of feelings could be running through your body at any moment.  

Getting deeply  in touch  with  the feeling world is one of the main facets of the element 
of water. Feelings add richness and quality  to your life. Without them  you can harden 
and wither, like a plant that isn’t watered.  

Have you ever known someone who for some reason wasn’t in  touch with their 
feelings?  Perhaps they  were deeply  angry  or  sad and weren’t  aware of it.  What does it 
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feel like to you to be around someone who is shut down in their feelings? Someone who 
is closed to receiving love and comfort, or deeply sharing with you? 

Have you known someone whose feelings felt  like they  were frozen? Icy? They  may 
have responded to you in a way  that felt  cold.  Have you ever  noticed your  own feelings 
being cold? How about steaming mad? Hot under the collar?  Water changes form…
anything from boiling hot to freezing cold…and so do your  emotions. Have you  noticed 
or do you remember how children can be happy  one minute and furious with someone 
in the next moment?  

Children learn about their emotional world from the adults around them. They  learn 
what feelings are acceptable and which  ones may  not be ok to the people they  love.  
Sometimes they  learn  that  emotions and feelings labeled as good are acceptable, such 
as happiness, joy, love,  or any  feeling that helps you  to put on a happy  face. Other 
feelings such as anger, sadness, and frustration are not to be felt or experienced.  

Your  family  of origin determines the emotional energy  that you initially  learn to work 
within. If you want to grow beyond that dynamic, you need to become more conscious, 
more aware of what you are feeling and when.  An example of someone who functions 
unconsciously  on the emotional level is the person who smiles and says ‘everything is 
fine’ when underneath they are tense and angry. 

A more conscious person would notice that they  felt tension or anger and then respond 
to the situation in a way  that respects all of the people involved. When you are 
connected with  others, you can be affected by  their  emotional energy  just as they  are by 
yours. To develop into an emotionally  mature person, you  need to know that feelings 
are powerful and important teachers and guides.  

The more conscious you are with letting your  feelings guide you, the clearer your 
emotional water can be.  If you aren’t practiced at feeling your feelings, initially  it  may 
seem  strange,  perhaps even a little frightening.  Yet the emotional realm  like all the 
others is an important skill for overall life development and guidance.  

Only  when you feel all your  feelings can they  deeply  guide you.  Some people are in  the 
habit of only  acknowledging feelings that they  term  as positive.  This leads them  to 
ignore other signals and guides from their bodies and life.

Your  frustration could be a  sign that something in your life isn’t working for you. 
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Maybe you need to take action to change whatever  it  is that  is frustrating you, or 
perhaps you  need to clear an old feeling. Your  anger could be showing you that you 
need to take better care of yourself in certain situations. With an  awareness of your 
feelings, you can determine what in your  life you want to put your  energy  into and 
where you want to change. You can know the people you  want to spend time with and 
learn to be aware of the places you need to grow  emotionally, all from listening to and 
being aware of your feelings. 

Water  teaches you the developmental path  to emotional maturity,  from learning to 
fully  feel your feelings, to taking care of your inner child, to learning to love yourself 
fully,  and developing mature, trust  filled relationships with others. The element of 
water  is where the soul essence of love exists. The clearer  your emotions are, the more 
there is a space for love to move in your life. It is here you learn emotional maturity, 
learning to care for yourself emotionally  and to respond to life and others instead of 
reacting.

From  the time of your conception through the development  of emotional maturity, you 
are learning with the element of water. In your conception, the sperm traveled on the 
lubrication of fertile watery  fluid, and as a  fetus you were nurtured in the deep waters 
of the womb. It is through the water of the womb that you  first felt the feelings of your 
mother and were surround by her emotional awareness.

You were born into the emotional climate of your family,  caretakers, and those you 
grew up around. The degree of emotional maturity  your caretakers had developed is 
the emotional maturity  you are initially  comfortable with.  Your  family  and those you 
grew up with define the way  you treat yourself and others and determine the amount of 
love you are comfortable giving and receiving. 

How were you treated as a child?  Were you  shown kindness, love, and respect? Did 
you learn to trust your feelings and your own internal guidance?  Did you  learn to treat 
yourself lovingly? Do you need to find increased ways to love and support yourself?

One of the ways you can learn to do this is by  working with your  inner  child, that part 
of you internally  which still carries your childhood wounds, fears, joys, passions,  and 
dreams. Your  inner child can help you to remember your deepest  essence-self. It can 
help you to remember things you love to do and what makes you feel most alive.  

Sometimes an inner child may  be reluctant, and need to be lovingly  coached out from 
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years of neglect and lack of attention. If you  were abused physically  or  emotionally, you 
will need to address the deeply  held memories and traumas to reclaim the spirit filled 
child that lives within. 

If you treat yourself harshly, demanding more of yourself than is appropriate,  your 
inner child can retreat and become silent. They  may  need gentle coaxing to come forth 
to share their feelings and guidance. As you continue, learning to love, hold, nurture, 
listen to, and play  with your inner child, you make way  for  the gifts they  bring to your 
life.   

There are wonderful books on inner  child work that can be a tremendous help and 
guide for you.  You may  also want to find a support person to assist you with this inner 
work or do some work on your own.  

A wonderful technique is dialoguing with  your inner child. Start by  using your 
dominant hand and certain color  ink and ask your  inner child a question. Then write 
the answer with a different color  pen and your non-dominant hand. It can  take along 
time to write with your non-dominant hand, but the wait is worth  it. When I write with 
my  non-dominant hand, my  handwriting looks so much like the writing of my 
childhood. From  this process,  I have found out so much about how my  inner world is 
working. So get  out  your journal soon and try  asking  your inner child question…like 
how are you? Is there something you  need to tell me? You might be surprised by  the 
answers you get.

When you were child,  your caretakers did the best they  knew how  at the time to love 
and teach you, and often their own training was not sufficient. Your  caretakers may 
have lacked the skills necessary  to love themselves well and to relate to you in deeply 
nurturing ways. You may  need to learn improved ways of loving and relating.  As you 
increase your awareness and emotional sensitivity,  you  further develop skills to 
become a highly effective, emotionally mature adult. 

As you journey  from the water teachings of the inner  child to next level of emotional 
development, you get to the area of self-esteem or  self-worth. You discover  that what 
you feel about yourself is one of the most important things in your life,  and this is a 
primary  teaching of water.  There is now research from  Dr. Emoto, a  Japanese scientist, 
that shows just how programmable water is. Water that  is clear  and clean or that has 
been prayed over or  sent loving energy  forms beautiful crystals. The research shows that 
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the thoughts and feelings you  send to your  inner water actually  programs the molecules.  
What are you sending to your cells to create your life from?  

Every  facet  of your life reflects the way  you feel about yourself. If you  don’t  think you are 
good enough, you won’t try  new things or  take risks. You might  have the feeling that  you 
don’t feel good enough so well hidden that you may not even notice it yourself.  

Not feeling good about yourself can sometimes show up in subtle ways. It  may  show up 
in  ways you  have held yourself back in life, maybe not going for  a dream you have or 
keeping yourself from  a relationship you have wanted, not  supporting yourself to get 
what you  desire in life.  Your sense of worth affects everything  you touch. It  affects every 
way  you  are in life, every  belief you hold about the world around you. It  is critical to 
become conscious of your deep beliefs about yourself.

I had a huge discussion this morning with someone I love deeply. He was dealing with 
issues in his life that resulted from  undervaluing himself, placing other  people’s desires 
and dreams over his own and feeling as though his contribution wasn’t enough in a 
given situation. He discovered that when he does that,  he actually  over gives, and that 
only adds to his feelings of unworthiness.  

Other people cannot give you a feeling of self-worth. It comes when you value your 
time, energy, talent, and worth to its full extent.  When you over give or  undervalue 
yourself in some way, it is easy  to expect the balance of giving and receiving to happen 
naturally. Yet  is not up to others to determine your value or  worth…that is your job.  
Your  job is to make sure you are compensated appropriately  and not giving yourself 
away  to a relationship, job, or cause where there is an inappropriate, uneven exchange.  
The Peruvian’s call the balance of energy  in an exchange anyi.   Anyi needs to be 
balanced in our exchanges with others for us to have a good sense of self-worth.  

To even notice when a situation is balanced or  not, you may  have to tune into your 
feelings in ways you are unaccustomed to. Your feelings will point  the way  and guide 
you to right action and relationship if you allow them  to. When you  balance receiving 
and giving, you maintain your  emotional balance.  If someone is only  receiving and not 
giving enough in a relationship. They  generally  begin to feel dependent, which can 
often leads to resentment of the person doing the giving. This type of relationship 
entanglement can leave one person feeling like a  child and the other like an adult, not 
the best dynamic for balanced and equal relationships.  
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The old teaching that it is better to give than to receive only  leads us to imbalanced 
relationships. It is very  important to learn to do both: receive as well as give. Balancing 
giving and receiving is like the ocean tide coming in and going out, water’s teaching of 
balance and flow. 

As you learn the intricacies of balance from  water, you want to tune in to see if the 
balance is appropriate for time with  others as well as time for yourself. Your 
relationship with self is the most longstanding and important relationship of your  life, 
yet  it is often the one most neglected. You need to practice balancing your love for 
yourself with the self-discipline needed to care take of yourself well.  

For  some people, learning to love themselves is the hardest thing they  ever  do…it  is so 
much easier  to love others and treat them  well. Are you  taking care of your own needs 
and desires?  

One of the ways you can practice loving yourself is working with appreciation.  
Appreciation, like gratitude, is a high  vibration and feels wonderful in your  body.  In 
your journal every  day  write 10 things you  love about yourself.  Keep writing 10 
everyday  until you get to 180…even better if you can get to 360.  This turns your  view of 
yourself around 360 degrees and uplifts you.  It may  seem like a simple exercise, but it 
is profoundly  transforming…just try  it  and see. When you finish, treat yourself to 
something you have wanted for a long time, maybe a massage or some time in nature, 
something that makes you feel wonderful.  

As people begin working with water, they  have different  responses to it. I have had 
several people in workshops where, after doing earth  where they  feel very  centered and 
grounded, move to working  with water  and feel uneasy  or fearful. With water there is 
nothing to hold onto, because feelings move and flow; that  can be frightening  to those 
more accustomed to a  feeling of control. You  have to become comfortable with letting 
go and going with the flow. 

Deep feelings or  very  powerful feelings can cause some people to feel like they  will 
drown or be overwhelmed. It takes practice to fully  feel your  feelings and to be 
comfortable with  them  flowing completely  through your body. In actuality  they  move 
through  you fairly  quickly  when you  allow yourself to completely  feel them, and with 
practice they become much more comfortable.  

If you block or try  to stop a feeling from moving fully  through your body, it  will get 
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trapped and stuck somewhere in  your  body. Trapped emotions and feelings can 
sometimes lead to stiffness in the body  or muscles, illness, or perhaps a feeling of 
blockage, lack of flow, or  non-movement somewhere in your life.  You may  have been 
trained in childhood to bury  or  repress your feelings, and you will have to practice to 
uncover and fully feel them.

You can start by  simply  noticing how you are feeling. Just  tune into your  feelings and 
ask.  A  very  important next step is to notice when you have feelings of discomfort of 
any  type. Tune into the feeling and see if you can determine what it is. Describe it to 
yourself or someone you  feel comfortable discussing feeling with. You may  recognize 
the feeling. If not, describe what sensations it  is bringing up in your body. If tears 
come, it is important to find a way  or place to let them flow. They  are water’s energy  in 
motion and need to move. They are deeply clearing and cleansing.

Once you  are more practiced, you can begin noticing and tuning in to how you feel on a 
consistent basis and you will begin to notice quickly  when a feeling needs to be 
addressed at  a  deeper level. Let’s say  you begin tuning into your  feelings and you  notice 
that when someone makes a particular comment,  you have a tendency  to react with 
anger. This type of feeling response is useful to go deeper into; a reaction is a place 
within to notice. What  triggered the reaction?  Did it  touch  on an old wound? Does it 
bring up an old feeling of lack of self-worth? Does it  remind you of feelings you had as a 
child? Are you being insulted and need to address the issue? Notice…and tune into 
where the feeling takes to you internally.

Let's call those places inside where you have a reaction "charges"…a place where the 
energy  of something gets larger than life; it  gets charged up with extra juice.  Those are 
great feeling guides to what we need to clear  up to keep our  emotional realm  running 
cleanly and clearly.  

Charges are like trash in the water and need to be noticed and cleared away. Clearing 
an issue that is charged for you may  take some time initially, but as you  learn to do it, 
your life will become smoother and more fluid. You want the water  realm  to be like a 
beautiful mountain  stream…flowing, clear, and clean. One way  to keep your emotional 
realm clear is to discuss with those around you the truth of how  you  are feeling in a way 
that is blame free. When you blame others, they  may  end up feeling defensive and you 
may  end up in a fight over who is right and who is wrong, and from  that  position 
nobody wins.  
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You need to begin holding space for  others to hear and be heard without it being about 
right  and wrong. So often people have grown up in an environment where things have 
to be someone’s fault.   If you  truly  want to be heard and clear up an issue with  someone 
then you want to create a safe space to speak your truth and for others to speak theirs.

Let’s look at the difference…Imagine a scene where someone just  told you to take out 
the garbage at home. A defense reaction might go something like this… “Don’t tell me 
when to take out the garbage…I’ll do it when I feel like it.”  Do you feel the "charge" in 
that type of reaction?

A feeling response might sound like this…”You know  when you asked me to take out 
the garbage, I had a memory  of being scolded as a child and I found myself getting 
angry  at being told when to do something. I wonder what that  is about for  me?”  The 
person hearing the second version is going to have a much different response than  the 
first  person.  And the conversation to follow is likely  to be much healthier and to allow 
the people to stay in feeling of connection.

As your self-esteem  increases and you learn to respond to situations instead of 
emotionally  reacting, water will take you to the next layer of development,  your 
relationships with others.  You will begin  practicing staying connected to your own inner 
essence while also staying connected to others.  

Most of us were not trained in relationship skills at home or  at school. We became 
accustomed to less than clear, clean communication between people, and our skills need 
to be developed.  You must be deeply  committed to uncover your old patterns to achieve 
the deepest levels of intimacy.

When improving your ability  to connect with  your  feelings and increasing your 
emotional maturity, it is very  helpful to work with a journal. You want  to practice 
listening to your feelings, paying attention  to what they  are communicating  to you. Take 
the time daily  to sit down for a few  minutes and ask yourself how you are feeling, then 
write whatever  pours out. You may  need to work with giving yourself permission to do 
this, especially if you have had little experience in the world of connecting with feelings. 

Everyone has an element or  2  that they  feel less comfortable with.  The one you feel least 
comfortable with is where you want to put your developmental energy  initially. So if 
feelings, emotions,  relationships, and self-worth are a place you need practice, I 
encourage you to spend time with yourself and your journal…you’re worth it.
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There are quite a variety  of things you can do to activate the water teachings for yourself.  
You can work with creativity  and the element of water  by  allowing your  feelings to 
surface, and then do a watercolor  picture to represent that feeling.  You may  want to try 
activating your connection to water  by  doing a water  dance and feeling the energy  of 
flow in your body.

You might  choose to do a ceremony  honoring water. You could work with the intention 
of increasing the level of love for yourself that you carry in your body.

Water  is a powerful cleaning and clearing element for  the physical body, your home, 
your belongings, and your energy  field.   There are sacred waters in many  parts of the 
world,  holy  water has been used for centuries, and we use water for many  types of 
ceremonies from baptisms to christenings. The priests and priestesses in Peru used to 
charge the water with healing energy  for the entire area  before it was sent throughout 
the village. You can charge your own water for  ceremony  by  infusing  it with certain 
energies before you use it. Simply  place your hands over or  around the container  of 
water  and, through your  hands, call forth  the energy  you want  for infusion and send the 
energy into the water.  

There are also things we can do to uplift  the water  on the planet.  We can consciously 
thank it  for  the work it  does to nourish us. We can send our prayers into it.  We can be 
mindful of emptying  plastic bottles before discarding or recycling them, so that the 
water  isn't trapped in the bottle long term. Our prayers and mindfulness can help to 
keep the water  on the planet clean and vibrant for  the generations to come. Water does 
so much for us, let's remember to be thankful.

The essence of water can nourish, clear, heal, inspire, and teach  you. Your womb 
connection with water is a  primal connection and may  be why  you feel soothed and 
nurtured being in water or  close to water. Walking by  the ocean, floating in a  lake, 
sitting next  to a beautiful stream, or  even climbing into a tub of warm water can bring 
deep feelings of quiet nurturance. 

Water’s essence is essential for your survival and your ability  to thrive, and the rich 
substance of your  emotions and feelings brings you to life and helps you to fully  bloom 
and grow. 

Water  helps to calm you and can lighten you up, making you more buoyant 
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emotionally. Water quenches your thirst,  nourishes your body, and helps nourish your 
soul. Earth is the container for  water as your  body  contains your  feelings and emotions.  
It  is by  tuning into your body  that you increase your awareness of your feelings, and the 
body sensations that those feelings manifest.

At the center of the emotional realm is the heart, the seat of unconditional love, and the 
place where relationship to self and others is deeply  nurtured and held. Manifesting 
unconditional love often requires a deep realization that  all that happens in life is part  of 
the process of your  development. You will learn through water to let go of how  you think 
things are suppose to be, and learn  to love people even when their  path takes them  in a 
different direction than yours. And most importantly, you will learn to love yourself for 
things that may look to you like mistakes.

As you  learn  to relate to yourself and others from  a space clear of judgment, and to 
respond to situations instead of react, you begin developing Emotional Maturity. Open 
hearted and free flowing, you learn the gifts of water and the emotional realm…. 

Addition Water Meditation
For  your water  meditation, find a comfortable place to sit. Have your  journal and a pen 
near and,  when you are ready, put on the music,  close your eyes, and go inside to talk 
to water. Ask your emotions what is important for you to know about how you are 
feeling in your life right now. What guidance does it choose to share with you?

 
Continue your journey of elemental discovery 

with part four of this mini course Air.

Deepen your connection to the Elemental Forces of Creation. 
Learn to easily access their wisdom with the Elemental Forces of Creation Oracle.

You can also begin activating their powers and increasing your awareness of their rhythmic 
cycles by reading the book Natural Rhythms ~ Connect the Creational Dance of Your Life 

to the Pulse of the Universe. See http://naturalrhythms.org to order your copy today.
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